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THE ROLE OF AGRICULTURAL PRICE SUPPORTS AND LAND CONTROLS 
IN TECHNOLOGICAL ADOPTION 

Introduction 

In this paper, we specifically consider the impact of price-support 

programs in a stylized model of one crop and two technologies--a traditional 

and a modern--adopting the framework developed earlier by Just, Zilberman, and 

Rausser. Wi thi n thi s framehrork, we analyze the effects of price-support 

programs on the rate of adoption of a new technOlogy in the case of 

yield-increasing technology. The results are then extended to include the 

more realistic cases of diversion and price-support programs with two crops, 

each characterized by its own production technOlogy and market environment. 

The model is then extended to include the credit and cash constraints the 

farmer faces as well as initial and second-round effects of changes in the 

output of the industry. Finally, some general qualitative results are offered 

for the effects of policy mixes, including price supports, acreage set-asides, 

and deficiency payments on technological adoption. 

2. The Stylized Model: Impact of Price Support Programs on 
Technological Adoption with One Crop 

In this simplified model, some of the most important features are clearly 

depicted. An individual farmer is faced with uncertainty both in price and 

output (Bacon) and must make decisions on the rate of adoption of a new 

output-increasing technology. Government intervention, in the form of price 

supports, affects the price-distribution parameters, location and dispersion, 

i.e., increasing conditional mean anJ reducing the conditional price 

dispersion of the price-probability distribution as depicted in figure 1. 
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2. 

Figure 1 
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~ 
We consider the effects of a price support, say, P, on the farmers' 

responses within the context of the following model: 

{2:b~~v.- . 2:ILI+1~Ll.·.~· i{V~"tLL~~;0/(2~L~ ~ 2L, '-z &vz'r 
, wll ),4 < _/ 

subject to: 

where 

and 

Z. = P . is the per unit land profit from technology i, 
1 1 -L is the fixed landholding 

Ll is land allocated to the traditional technology 

L2 is land allocated to the modern technology 

? 

Since there is only one crop, the distribution of price is the same with 

mean P and variance i. The output distributions are different under p 

the two technologies, i.e., 

IS, 

{T-- 1f -

The solution for the optimal land capacity devoted to the new technology 

~ _l2.. ~ ~ 1 -I- -2 iT {Vtvz ~,- &-t~-'2~)+---_ 
Z rf {lIdrl 2(~ [/d/l tt--2W2,t:~} 
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The assumption of gradual adoption by the farmer is based on the observation 

that in many cases the new technology, which is embodied in specific 

equipment, will be tried first on some of the lots owned by the farmer, and 

the diffusion of its use will vary according to the characteristics of the 

cultivated land and crop. 

As noted, the above simplified model serves in focusing on issues that are 

crucial in more realistic formulations. We start by investigating the way the 

specific distribution parameters are introduced into the model. 

The profits the farmer receives, i.e., the random variables z., are the 
1 

product of the two random variables: price times output, i.e., PA .. 
1 

Tnus, before evaluating the impact of price-support programs within our model 

(which may require additional assumptions in order to obtain meaningful 

results), it is of interest to consider the relations between price and output 

for a given technology. 

Let the farmer's profit be z. = pAo. Then 
1 1 

and as Goldbert has shown 

wl1ere 

c" ' 
. f 
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We note that, in the case of dependence between the distrihutions of price 

and output, the expected value of profit involves an additional term, 

Cov(PAi)' This term can have the following interpretation: even though 

the individual farmer is a pricetaker, he has the information that exogenous 

shocks to the industry (e.g., draught or specifically favorable weather 

conditions, pesticides, and sudden spread of regional diseases, etc.) may 

change the output of the whole industry, via the la~ ... of demand, i.e., negative 

slope between price and quantity bought results in a negative correlation 

between price and output and, if he operates rationally, he may take it into 

account. 

Now, the effect of a price-support program on the expected value of profit 

will be to increase it, since 

where 

) 

As for the effect of price support on Var Z., it can be verified that 
1 

two opposite effects operate: the effect on A is to decrease the variance, 

while the effect on B is to increase it. The effect on C has both a reducing 
~ ,... 

effect through 2A'Pp a· d~/dp > O. As for the effect of the 
1 1 fJ 

remaining three terms, it is hard to evaluate, and Burt and Finley claim in 

their empirical work that they found.a swbstantial reduction in the error 

involved by omitting terms, D, F, and G, when the "variance was measured 

around a trend instead of around the mean of the time series" (p. 156). 
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Note, also, that the variance can be rewritten after a few calculations 

and algebraic manipulation: 

In this formulation, if we make the reasonable assumption that Cov(plA?)--
1 

which is of a higher order--can be ignored, then the increasing and decreasing 

effects of price support on the variance can be explicitly calculated. 

In the case that the price and output distributions are independent of the 

above quantitites, take the following relatively simple expressions: 

(1 

/ 7 

J-' / /" '. 
, ( l 

-; 
t/ I 

-- ( 

-! / r 
. J~ 

v' I~ 
, , 
'- " r ! 

The essential directions of the impact of price-support programs do not 

change, i.e., expected value of profit is increased and the impact on the 

variance includes two opposi te effects--the effect on p is to increase the 

variance of profi t and the effect on e;2 is to dec rea se it. However, the p 

expressions are much simpler as a result of the assumption Cov(P,Ai) = 0, 

and the two effects can be calculated separately. 

The assumption of COV(PA.) = ° can be justified when: 
1 

a. The crop in the region is only a small portion of the total supply 

and, hence, random changes in the regional output will not influence price. 

b. If the productivity technology is such that no big fluctuations are 

expected because of weather conditions and other exogenous random shocks. A 
, 

controlled irrigated agricultural system may serve as an example. 

't, 

r 
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c. The fanner does not take into account the random interaction between 

price and output, following the reasoning of bounded rationality. 

During the analysis in this section, we assume Cov PA. = 0 and, hence, 
1 

We shall assume m > 0, i.e., the second technology is yield increasing 

unless it is explicitly assumed otherwise. 
~ 

Price-support program, P, results in 

------- ~--------~-~-------~- --------

In this section, two extreme cases will be considered: 

-~- --,------ -~ --~~ - -

a. The case where the two technologies have independent distrihutions, 

i.e., a12 = 012 al a2 = O. 

b. The case where Cov Zl Z2 = 1. This result is obtained (either when 

both outputs, say, AI' and A; are deterministic l ) or when the 

following linear case holds: 

Note that in the yield-increasing case, g2 > gl' The solution for 

optimal land allocation to the modern technology can be rewritten from (2.3): 



-~--~"---'--r-------*---~--;Z ~6----~---~---- W------·------·-· ,_.-- ------- .--
(
f) 0) 1) L '-;:>. ~2,. - 1. -#- L -

. £-. ()- :------ =-1..--- -I') ,t, V .. ---- -.- - . .. V .... -- ... --- ! I '- L c.r . --- - --- --- --- -------- - -

where 

W = Var Zl - Cov Z Z 1 Z 

V = Var Zl + Var Zz - Z Cov Zl ZZ' 

8, 

In the case a(alZ = 0): _ c,,.... . _ _ _ 

. ,---,---~~=.~.?:,1~~- f ["1..= t)} -==-___ e~-----;--- - --- -
f i I.· " -/ '2.' I" t - 1..."';' . . 

.' ' 

,~-~~(~ l-~) :~~.:.L~L~W{ !;;-,fv;?;~~:t~[~L~~'l-1 "7 -At ~), - -, --',- ,y.-. ---.. ------
. . !~-----V-~-p..~{_F,-~--+--Ci~),+ -C'"; l r,?:..:-t~~,~ 'nt) _____ . ____ . __ _ 

In case b (Cov ZlZZ = 1) 

Or, in the deterministic outputs case, 
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RB~K 1: Note that the LHS of (Z.8) consists of two terms: the first 

term includes the risk premium of the yield-increasing technology. It will 

* increase the contribution of the first term to a larger Lz--the larger 

the difference between the corresponding means of the profits, the smaller the 

variance of this difference and the smaller is the risk-aversion coefficient. 

The second term measures the opportunity costs of adopting the new technology 

in terms of farm size. In case b it has always a negative contribution to 

* . LZ' whlle in case a it usually has a positive contribution (sufficient 

Z condition is 01 > Al m). Also, the second term does not depend on 

the risk-aversion coefficient, ¢, and, hence, a decrease in this coefficient 

* will always increase LZ' 

Tt1e following propositions will focus on the impact of price-support 

programs in the two extreme cases. However, the behavior in the range of 

possible alternatives between these two cases can be deduced. 

PROPOSITION 1: For the given distribution of the price of the crop and 

its output from old and new technology, the impact of a price support will 

always increase the amount of land devoted to the new technology if there is 

unit correlation between the profits of the two technologies. However, in 

other cases, especially when the covariance between the output of the two 

* technologies decreases, it is possi ble that LZ wi 11 decrease as a resul t 

of price support. The range of such cases depends on the specific parameters 

of price output distribution. 

In the extreme case of zero covariance between the outputs of the two 

* technologies (slZ = 0), sufficient conditions for dLZ/dp > 0 are: 

> 1 .. -_. 
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PROOF: In the case of unit correlation between the profits, i.e., case b, 

it can be easily verified from (2.10) that dl;/dp> 0, since d~/dp 

> 0, d0
2/JP < 0, and all the rest of the parameters are not affected 

'" by P. 

In the case of zero covariance between outputs (012 = 0), we note that 

from (2.8) and (2.9): 

~1~~fp~:J+- #_-_t * J~ ~ Yfl-b1/- ~ #J 
, I 

: I 
: I 

- -~ ._". --- ~ --- t: 
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Sufficient condition for l/v dV/dp < 0 is, 

-

Sufficient conditions for l/w dW/dp > 0 is, 

2 --- --- -Z- h - --?; --- ~ --------- -------

>4 -

RE~K 1: Note the following: 

i. - Z Z Given the yield's distribution parameters (AI' AZ' ai' aZ)' 
. Z f'.I .. z,." 

if the ratlo (-da /dp)/(dp /dp) is smaller than unity, then the higher is the 
p M ~ Z ,- -Z 

absolute change in a wrt P and the lower is the absolute change in P wrt P 
p 

and the more likely is the possibility that l/v dV/dpwill be negative and, 

* N hence, tend to create and also increase positive dLZ/dp. 

ii. If (daZ/dp)/(dpZ/ctr) > 1, then the lower bound is not effective, but p 

there is an upper bound which changes lin dw/dp' into a negative quantity and, 

"" * ,.., hence, has a negati ve effect on dL/dp even though dLzldp may sti 11 be positi ve. 

REMNtK Z: (i) An increase in ~, other things being equal, will strengthen 

the positive effect in dL;/dP, the same impact will have also an increase in~ -alone, in the case ~l' it wi 11 have a posi ti ve effect if accompanied by a 
-parallel increase in Az such that ~ will remain constant. 
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2 2 (ii) A decrease in either 01 or 02 will increase the range of the 

* ...J bounds for dL 2/dp > O. 

R5~4RK 3: Table 1 indicates directions of impacts of the price and yields 

di str i buti on parameters on dL~/dP', assumi ng l/v dv/dP' < 0 and l/w dw/dp> O. 

REvlARK 4: In case b, the uni t correlation takes away the benefi ts from 

diversification and the gains from price support though the conditional price 

distribution are larger for the new technology then for the old one. 

'. ' 

In CASE A, the results depend on the relations between the specific distribution 

parameters as shown in Proposition 1. 

* From equation (2.8), it follows that there are linear relations hetween L2 

-and L, and the intercept of this function includes the risk aversion. In the 

foUo\o/ing proposi tions, we investigate the impact of price support on these . 

-relations focusing on the farm size (L) and risk attitude (¢). 

PROPOSITION 2: For a given distribution of the price of crop and the crop 

yields under the two technologies, the impact of price support in the case of 

uni t correlation between profi ts from the two technologies in a neutral up~vard 

* vhert: shift of L2 as a linear function of L (though the slope is negative), and 

;sU)? (ii).in the case of zero covariance between yields of the two technologies 

will result in an increase in the positive slope if the coefficient of 

variation of the old technology multiplied by the standard deviation of the 

new one is greater than the coefficient of variation of the new technology 

multiplied by the standard deviation of the old one; also, an upward shift in 

the intercept will result if the variance of the profit mean difference is 

reduced by the price support, i.e., 
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TABLE 1: Effects on dL;/dP assuming l/v dv/ap < 0 and l/w dw/dP> o. 

rV;. Jr ... ...... ~ l' 

I 
I 
I 

-~) tf~'\ t ~>I ( I ... , 
I .. 

I I 
I ( I)' I 

I b (vi- (-A_, 'Ir_'A_ifi_l_V )_::_'::)_W.---,I~ ~I 
i 

13. 
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and 

PROOF: In CASE A, introduce (2.9) into (2.8) and differentiate to obtain, 

. i I .. I' . - 1." 1. ....... l - . I ---I blZ.Vt----- ~_~_h -p C; A: rrp-( {; (-A ,-'11.) --- --~-- .------. 
. ............-.- /l ' , 

~~-r ~J" - -.~ tf-- -----f-z (~fi1-+I[-'l:.)4:-v;, ?:-t-v-r-l-f ,2r??t'l. )-~-'. ---_. -
f i . 

__ JL 
? . 

where 

I'll' 1'12 ' Vi' and V2 are defined in Proposition 1. 

Let 
, 

. D 2 ( f' c,"-;-r,t{ c;z~ )1)1') J [ f '( r, 2_, r;"L)d} (C;' j :~' , ),' i j 

Then, 

and 
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In CASE B, from equation (Z.19)_________________ _ I 

_~d &-~-11--~~ ~{(dj-r) - 0 i 
d- -- -/"" -,-_______ ~ __________ 3- -- ------ ---- _d __ f- __ ---I 

R5\ffiRK 1: Here, too, the results are intuitively plausible. The increase 

-in L leads to greater variance of profits and diversification by using some of 

each increment of land under each technology is a way to reduce the variance 

of the profits. However, as pointed out above [pp. Z.ll, 2.12, equation 

- * (Z.IO) and Remark 1], an increase in L will reduce LZ in the case of unit 

correlation between profits, i.e., the farmer is inclined to lean more heavily 

toward the tried and proven old technology. Nevertheless, the reduction of 

variance by the price-support program will encourage the use of the new 

technology in both cases in the ways described in figures (2.a) and (2.b). 

In the case of covariance zero between yields (ulZ = 0), the results 

depend on the specific parameters of the price and output distributions. If 

.. - -Uz AI/uZ > ul ~Z/u2 holds, we know that the farmers 

will increase the use of the new technology, and the larger farms will tend to 

be more inclined to use the reduction in risk and adopt the new technology 

(the increase is both in the slope and intercept). In CASE B, the reduction 

in risk by the price support will always favor the new technology with greater 

yield but a more risky one; but, since there is no advantage in 

* diversification, the increase in L2 is neutral, i.e., through an upward 

shift in the intercept alone as depicted in figure (2.b). 
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Figures 2.a and 2.b. 

------------- ~ _.--- T-~--~·-----~-~· ------ ---I --~- --------- -~ -- -- ~-- -- - -- ----
__ .. _______ l___ [,":{{[} 

! ~-- --- --- --- --- ---{r ~ ---/----- --- -- -- - - - --

, , 
-- ------~~- --- ~ ~- --~--- -~.-----------~--------------------- --~ -- --"--------- -- - --- - - -~ ... _-". __ ._---- ,,-
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PROPOSITION 3: For a given distribution of the price of crop and the crop 

yields under the two technologies, the relative share of the new technology is 

decreasing in farm size,f Pric.e-support programs will reduce the rate of 

decrease, i.e., ~~i < 0, always in the case of uni t 

correlation between profits and in the case of zero covariance between yields, 

l/V dVldp < 0, is a sufficient condition for this decrease. 

* -PROOF: From equation (Z.8), divide LZ by L and differentiate with 

respect 

- ,...; -* -+ N+ L\. Following section 4 where UZ' UZ' L , L , L , and L are defined 

in equations (13) to (19) and investigated graphically in figures 1 and Z, the 

impact of price-support programs is considered here. 

-* I n the case of L where modern tectmology is adopted fi rst and the 

-* critical value of L determines the transformation to the region of using 

both technologies, we noticed that, in both CASES A and B, the impact of price 

support will be to increase the width of the range of the first stage where 

-* .N only the new modern technology is adopted, i.e., dL lap> O. 
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• 
PROOF:.- " ,-- '. -

~~~·~L~~~l¢-(;M~;~~ ~t;~) 
CASE A: 

where 

d I 
I . -.911 -f .----.-1 

SInce - . >/11 
,/ I'\- (/, 

'.-vt·f-· .. -- '. 
and 

which covers all reasonable scenarios. '-L~ ~ .. '. --.L!. . ...... ' 
~ _ ..... 
-- - ''L 

CASE B: .. '2.f r 3 'L-

/-~ 
~·>o ............. 9i/M .. _.'f_ ... -. df .. :.""" ·/tJ.'.", .. w-J E <cJ • d f 'I . ...,. . df" II 

Next, we follow the generalization of the relationships to the case of 

endogenous adoption decisions and distinguish in our two cases (CASE A is 

covariance zero between yield, and CASE B is the uni t correlation bet\veen 

profits) and deal in each of them with low- and high-fixed costs of the new 

technology. In the putty-clay context, the old technology'S fixed costs can 



, .' 

..., 
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be considered as sunken funds (or opportunity costs of fixed capital zero) or 

the fixed costs of new technology can be measured as a net over those of the 

old technology, i.e., k = kZ - kl where 1 and Z are the old and new 

technologies, respectively. 
1. -+ ~+ 

CASE A: slZ ~ 0, relevant c.v. L andlL' in figures Z.a and 2.b . 

I. Low fixed costs 

_((;~~'L)[p L~(;(/+ ~~7"~~)1 /() 
f;-j,-

and from equation 17 in Just et aI, p. lZ, obtain in our case, 

where k is the fixed cost assumed to be relatively low, where VI intersects 

- -* Vz (from above) to the left of L . 

'" -+ . The impact of p on L consIsts of various effects operating in opposite 

directions. 

Denote 
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, A sufficient c7~di tion_fnr ______ _ 

J. !3 f :::- - { } _ '1 P y... '.:.. J ,.",j i-+ ,It pI< - .. = c1 Y <: 0 

dl i:) f. ,~1Lf'."'---¥p~y .~ . . -J!E~~Jft~_~ .;;;t ________ _ 
l/J .. u ." d 'f --{2mu '" vi g+;:, '/3, '~'4- A i~m 

The total effect can be calculated, d p >, __ f _ ______________ _ 
-* the first term has a positive effect and, hence, shifts L to the right, and -the second effect has a negative effect and, hence, shifts L+ to the left. 

The net effect depends on the relative strength of each of the separate 

effects. 

Note that, in this, the impact of price support on the dispersion of the 

price distribution relative to its impact on the location of the price is 

larger than the bound 1/1 + r12 , and the coefficient r 12 = 72 -

- 2 2, 
~1/02 - 0 1 IS the net risk premium of the new technology. 

In this case, price support will tend to reduce the difference between the 

variance of the profit from the new technology and the variance of the profit 

from old technology and, hence, encourage adoption of the new technology, 

i.e., dA/dl1 > O. But, at the same time, the impact of price support on 

the term that measures the net contribution of the new technology after 

deducting for the fixed costs of adoption is to reduce the rate of adoption, 

i.e., dB/c$' < O. Also, the higher the fixed cost coefficient, k, the 

stronger the influence of the second term and, hence, reducing the 

encouragement of adoption of new technology by price support. 

Now, in case that the ratio between the impact of price support on 

dispersion with respect to location of the price distribution is smaller than 

the bound III + r I2 < 1, the impact of the price-support program on the 



difference between the two profit variances will be to increase dY/d~> 0 

and, hence, to discourage adoption of new technology, i.e., dAl/dp < O. 
7 

However, in the second term, dB/dp (i t) will consist of two opposi te 

21. 

effects where the part which includes the fixed costs coefficient, k, will 

have a positive effect on dB1/dp(. Thus, the impact of an increase in the 

fixed costs will change and its effect on the price-support program will be to 

encourage adoption of modern technology, i.e., it will strengthen the forces 

shifting I+ to the right. 

II. High Fixed Costs 

Let, 

/ 

: I 

-- -~--~ -'T-~~~· ----- -----
I I 

II 

rY ,.... 

Under the assumption of proposition I where dw/dp > 0 and dv/dp < 0, we 
u /; N ~ 

obtain dAz/dp < 0 and dB2 < 0 and, hence, dL/dp < O. Thus, the 

effect of price support will be to decrease the range of using the old 

technology and, hence, encourage adoption of the new technology while using -the old one at smaller farm sizes, i.e., lower L Note that an increase in k 

will increase the impact of price support in the direction pointed ahove. 

Note, however, that, if dw/JP < 0, i.e., if 



dAz/~ will change its sign to a postive one; and the effect of dAz/dP' 

will be opposite to that of dBZ/dP. 

CASE B: Unit profits correlation, i.e., corr zlzz = 1, relevant critical 
_f" A 

values Land L, (figure Z.c). 
_1' 

In comparing L to its value in CASE A, we note: 

By inspection, it can be verified that it can be verified that it will 

always be the case where dA/dp > 0 and dB/dp < 0; and, hence, the 

analysis that was carried under these conditions is re1event here also. 
tV 

The critical value of equating U1 and U2 is, in this case, 

22. 

.. )I ..- In--- --~ -=.+ [;L--#P -~ 
L_~2f ~~L~~_.V~~·_ fJ}. 0-. .. r$! 

and the impact of price support can be calculated from 

~~,~--.-~-J £-=-h~tjEGJ .····~V k ¢ .~~].~ ._ .. - . 
...... -11 f l~ I cI~ ....... - ...... .- .~ ... . 

The fi rst term in the brackets has a positi ve sign, and hence, the- shift - . 

.. 

1\ 
in L contributed by this term is the right; but the sign of the second term is 

negative and its contribution is to the left. The final outcome depends on 

the relative strength of the absolate values of these two terms. 

Note, however, that the fixed costs coefficients, k, appears only in the 

second term. Thus, an increase in fixed costs will tend to strengthen the 
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Figure Z.e 
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A 
effect in the impact of price support that tends to shift L to the left and, 

hence, decrease the range in which the modern technology is applied. 

PROPOSITION 3: 
- i" - 7' ,..-1- " 

For given critical values of L, L, Land L, the effect of 

price-support programs on the rate of technological adoption rate depends on 

(1) the covariance between the yeilds under the old and the new technologies; 

(2) the relative effects upon the location and dispersion of the price 

1 2 distribution and the net risk premium, A2 - 1./°2 - 01' 

on the new technology; and (3) the level of the fixed costs of adoption. 

In all cases, the price-support programs create effects that operate in 

opposite directions which depend on these three factors in ways that were 

analyzed above. The impact of an increase in the fixed costs, k, on these 

effects: 

(a) 012 = 0 and low k (Y = var Z2 - var Zl)' 

(i) If dy/dP' < 0, an increase in k will strengthen the effect in 

price-support programs that contributes to the decrease of the rate of 

adoption of new and modern technology. 

(ii) If dy/dp > 0, an increase in k will strengthen the effect in 

price-support programs that contributes to the increase of the rate of 

adoption of new and modern technology. 

(b) 012 = 0 and high k. 

(i) Under the assumptions of proposition 1, i.e., 

IV fV '" + "" (ii) If dl'f/dP < 0 (dV/ctp < 0 a fortiori), the sign of dL /dP is 

negative or positive according to the relative strength of the two opposite 

effects as discussed above. 
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In both cases, an increase in k will result in strengthening the effect of 

price support that increases the range over smaller size farms that will adopt 

the new technology. 

I~EMARK: The last result has the following intuitive explanation. To the 

left of L+ there are farmers that the high costs of investment prevent from 

adopting the new technology. The effect of the price-support program is to 

reduce the variance of the difference between the two yields, i.e., 
,.., 

dV/dP < 0, and, hence, those farmers facing a new situation where the gains 

from diversification were increased by the reduction in V will adopt. 

This explains, also, the third case: 
IV r../ rv + r" 

(iii) If dV/dP > 0 (dV/dP > 0 a fortiori), the sign, if dL /dP as in 

the second case, is not determined. Effects in both directions exist but some 

of toe signs of these effects are reversed. In particular, now, an increase 

In k will result in strengthening the effect of price support that decreases 

the range of lover which farmers will adopt the new technology such that only 

larger fanners will adopt. Again, this result is consistent with the previous 

remark. 

(c) Cov Zl Z2 ~ 1. 

An increase in k will have a mitigating effect on the impact of price 
-+ 

support on adoption of the new technology; hence, fewer farmers both near L 
I' 

and L will be joining the region of adoption. 

3. Two Crops, Each with Its Own Price and Output Distrihution 

In this section we extend the framework of the previous section to include 

the case of t~vo crops, each characterized by its own price distribution and 

its production technology with its random output. 



Following the notation of the previous section, let 

Zl by the profit from the first crop and 

22 be the profi t from t.he second crop 

... 2 2 
Assume that 22 - Zl = m > 0 and 02 - 01 > O. 

The specification of the model in Section 2 holds, and 

where 

, I 
. + }--- - ,_._-_ .. -, 
I, 
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We assume, first, that the price-support program results in the same rate of 

change in variances (or standard deviations) of the profits, i.e., 



, < . 
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Note that CASE B in the previous section (the linear case and 

deterministic yields) can be considered as a special case of equal rates of 

change in the variances. 

We assume, also, that 

PROPOSITION 5: For a given subjective distribution of profits per acre, 

price-support programs will increase the land allocated to the second crop and 

reduce the land allocated to the first crop. 

~ ~ 
PROOF: To prove dLzldP > 0, we first prove [d(W/V)]/dP = O. 
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Thus, 

L d£] 
V dT >0 

since 

the proof that dL*/dP < 0 follows immediately, from the condition L* + L* = -1. 

REMARK 1: Proposition 5 is intuitively obvious since the price-support 

program favors both expected profi ts of the second crop, d~>1/dP > 0, and 

ilnposing equal rates of change the price dispersion of the second crop, which 

is the more risky one, benefits. Later in this section, relaxing some of the 

assumptions and/or changing them will be considered. 

PROPOSITION 6: For a given subjective distribution of profits per acre, 

the results obtained in Propositions 2 and 3 for CASE B hold, also, for the 

case of equal rates of change in profit dispersion resulting from the 

price-support program. 

PROOF: The contemporary of Proposition 2: 

-_ ..•• ··j~(}.I1) 



The contemporary of Proposition 3: 

from Proposition S. 

. The Impact of Price-Support Programs on the Decisions About the 
""ST"h-a-r-e-s of the Two Crops wi th Various Farm Si zes and wi th Endogenous 
Technologies 

In the Just, Rausser, and Zilberman (JRZ) paper, the graphical 

relationships of the adoption rate of endogenous technologies are depicted 

with focus on the role of land endmv'lTlents. In this context, some of the 

29. 

analysis at the end of the previous section was pursued for the case of one 

crop. 

Here, we consider endogenous decisions about the shares of each of the two 

crops. Note that the JRZ paper asswnes that only the technology of the second 

crop that is assumed to use a more modern or recent technology has fixed costs 

while the first crop, which uses an old technology, involves zero fixed costs 

(or, the fixed costs are considered sunken funds). This assumption may be 

extended to assume k = k2 - kl > 0, where ki are the fixed costs for 

crop i. 

Using the results obtained in Section 4 of the JRZ paper, the follmving 

propositions may be derived for the case of 
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PROPOSITIO~ 7i: Price-support programs will increase the range of growing 

crop t~\lO if, for 0 < L* < L*, we have L* = o. (See pages 17-19 in JRZ.) 

PROOF: 

- :l~::.:.-- -7Yl ~ - ~ -~--

-L~1..¢{C-:-6id-
Thus, 

since 
~ _~~ ________ ---t-_ .... ~--- --- - --~ --- ~-- ~- - ~--- --

________ ~ ___ +~ __ ~~ ___ ~_ ---------:---~ ~ ~?~() -~ _ ~ry-_<O 
"- ----~.- --- --~. --- -~ -... _.- --- -- - ~-- -- ---- - --- - --- - - -- -- - - -

R5~ 1: The price-support program shifts L* to the right in figure l.b 

and, hence, increases the range in which all the land is devoted to crop two. 

PROPOSITION 4: In evaluating price-support programs that result in equal 

rates of change in the profit variances according to various sizes of land 

endmvrnents) the following two relevant cases wi th (l) relatively low fixed 

costs and (2) relatively high fixed costs are perceived. 
\ 

(1) Low fixed costs, i.e., -~r~+_<_---=--_--_L_-~_-jCr?111.. > Ifph (0;'-[,';). 
A , 

Price-support programs will result in an increase in the share of crop two 

(~\li th modern and more ri sky technology), i. e., shi ft of i> to the left and -L* to the right. An increase in k, other things being equal, will also 

encourage the adoption of crop two. 

D 
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(2) High fixed cgsts. i.e .• 

. ~ .. ~ 2.Vi~v) i;e'/r>[~ t>Z~ 
(2.1) Low covariance, i.e., 

and shifts in L+. 

Price-support programs result in an increase of the share of crop two. 

In the case 
----------------=---------------------~-~-;~-~---.~---

_21 ___ ~}{~~V--· ____ ==-?~--~-----~-vJ _ ~ __ 
and in t-h", r-~c:'" ___ _ 

~-T!t.SJf1£J!.-.~:<::;> . -~ ( t?iv --" /?1» :b ;'d-O~ . 
- - ( In 

-----.------------------------------~- -----~ _~c-p 
Price-support programs will result in an increase of the share of crop one: 

(2.2) High covariance, i.e., 

the share of crop two will be increased by a price-support program. 
Itt. 

(b) In other cases, large-size farms (around L) will increase the share of -crop one while medium-size farms (around L*) will increase the share of 

crop two. 



'. ' .. . 
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PROOF: 

(a) 

Note that the first term on the L H ---------- ---------
S is negative since 

To evaluate the second term on the L H S , note that -------
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and, 

as proved above. 

Thus, the range of adoption of crop two is increased. 

It can be verified by inspection that an increase in k will increase the 

absolute value of -, -) .pl[~1 - . [J 
_~.:ql 

~ 
...w::- r;7 = ~~~C;[;J!J:~JX' 

--._, ,,-'-_. _··W -> -'cJ-:::~"£-~-- -.. 
........... .. . <: .......... 0.. .. <: .. J j 

V-r;"-+ r;'--ZC;L ~ c:c;( ~ -J) + i,c; (~-1) 
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Note that 

Introducing these results into 

and rearranging terms results in 

Note that r-t >0 ~-.{ t >tJ . ~>'L Vf'}h! - >~((l... 
-,---.. ----.-.----~---"----- ... ---~-~-~.-- ---~.-~----.- .-.---"- ~--- --~ -~. -~.-- - _.--

In the case where 
-- -------,_. --~-- - .. -_._----_ .. -.---.--.----~~----

both terms in the brackets are negative and, hence, 

-and, from figure 2 in the JRZ paper, we conclude that, since L* shifts to the 

N. "" right and L+ and L shift to the left in the case of low covariance, the -share of crop two is increased (L* is not binding). In the case of high 



;, . 
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-covariance (figure Z.c), the shift in L* increases the share of crop two but 

" the shift in L to the left increases the share of crop one. 

RB~K 1: Note that, in the case of equal rates of change in the profits 

as a result of price support: in CASE A, since the yield contribution by crop 

two is large relative to the fixed costs, the adoption of the modern crop will 

be encouraged no matter what the fixed costs are. Moreover, the larger k, the 

(nore effective is the price-support program. 

In CASE B, the relations between the yield contribution (m) and the cost 

tenn, 

are crucial as well as the relations between the ratio 

As long as the correlation term is relatively small, 

if crop two contributes substantially to yield, farmers at land endowments 

-greater than L* will tend to adopt the modern but costly technology (crop two) 

in reponse to government support. Ho\vever, if correlation between profits is 

nigh, i.e., 

the response is reversed. If yield increase by adopting crop two is 

substantial, the large-size farmers will buy more security, additional profit 

generated by the government support, and diversify by adopting more of crop 

one. 
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In the case of low covariance between the two profits, it is of interest 

to consider the case when the covariance between profits is zero but the 

previous assumption of equal rates of change of the two variances in response 

to the price support is relaxed, i.e., 

Thus, the optimal allocated land for crop two is 

where 

The impact of price-support programs on L* is 
.?-

The in the L H Sis ------ ------- ._-----
always positive. The second term can have either sign, according to the sign 

of ---. tltr, 
·'4f--· 
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To evaluate the sign, denote 

and 

then, 

These results prove the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION A sufficient but not necessary condition for 

price-support programs to increase the share of the modern second crop is that 

price support will result in a greater absolute rate of decrease of variance 

of the profit of crop two than that of crop one, i.e., 

RB\1ARK: This result is not surprising since the yield-increasing effect 

[the first in eq. (3.16)] is in favor of crop two. If the inequality in 

eq. (3.17) is reversed, the risk-reducing effect [the second term in 

eq. (3.16) will operate in opposite direction to that of the yield effect 

until the share of crop two will start to reduce. 
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Considering the results obtained in Proposition 7 of this section, we note 

that they apply to the case of zero covariance as well, i.e .• the impact of 

price support is to increase the share of crop two or 

-~;I[~ ._-- .. _ ... -
J~>CJ . . t?l f . . .... 

It is of interest to compare the result in CASES A and B in Proposition 8 

with those of the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 6: In the case of zero covariance between profits. the impact 

of price supports according to various sizes of land endowments and fixed 

costs can be depicted as follows: 

(1) Low fixed costs, i.e., 

Price-support programs will encourage the cultivation of crop two through 

the yield effect. However, their effect, through reducing the risk, depends 

on the following relative risk ratios: 

More specifically. if 

then 

0+' 
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is a sufficient but not necessary condition in this case for the price-support 

program to increase the share of crop two. On the other hand, 

-----1.:---- -----
?i < «, - -----171, -- -/l. ~--- -

is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a resulting increase in 

crop one. The effect of an increase in k is not in one direction and depends 

on the strength and direction of the yield and risk effects. 

(2) High fixed costs, i.e., 
/V -I- ----1K'-

-L >L-

Price-support programs will always increase the share of crop two. An 

increase in the fixed costs will further encourage the increase in the share 

of crop tw'o. -PROOF: Note that, given the level of L*, a shift to the left (right) of 
- 4J 
L+ in CASE A and of L+ in CASE B will result in an increase (decrease) in 

the share of crop two. -(a) The derivative of L+ with respect to P can be written after 

rearranging terms 

6~/fr~v-~~J¢Y111> ~)jf 
1--------;-[-- 111.) - -~ --~ --~ ('JI1- f?n '-Wlty ) ]. 4f-'-~ 

_Hji . ........ n. L If"'P-. ~ -'11''1 y. VI 

=··.~·jr~w~.~-~~¢Y-I·A ~, +F-!!,]U ... 
----- -- ------1-;--------------------------- ------ ---- ------ -- ------------- -- ---

Ii 

--------....-~-------~--"--'-------------~ -----.-------
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